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Heat Exchanger #3
Air Preheating - 

Syngas Cooling

Heat Exchanger #4
Cyclone with
Steam Coil
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Heat Exchanger #1
Drying Bucket
Fuel drying and gas cooling via 
doubled jacketed vessel. Fuel 
heated by outgoing syngas.
Syngas cooled by incoming fuel.  
Gas exits at top into packed bed 
filter. Baffles inside cowling for 
improved gas circulation and 
particulate separation.

Auger Motor

GEK Tower of Total Thermal Integration
(The Hot TOTTI)

Exhaust In:

Heat Exchanger #3
Air Preheat / Syngas 
cooling.
Standard GEK downdraft 
reactor inside Gas Cowling.  
PyroCoil inserts into reactor.  
Air intake lines made from 
flex corregated ss air intake 
lines wrap around reactor, in 
annular space between
reactor and gas cowling.
Incoming air is heated by 
outgoing gas. Outgoing gas
is cooled by incoming air. 

Filter

Heat Exchaner #2
PyroCoil.
Double jacketed heat 
exchange shell to return IC 
engine exhaust heat to 
pyrolysis zone in reactor.
Internal baffles direct flow 
around shell to maximize 
heat exchange.

Exhaust Out:

Heat Exchanger #4
Cyclone with Steam Coil:
Cycone output attaches directly to 
bottom of double jacketed drying
bucket. Water jacket or heat 
exchange coil around cyclone
vessel to generate steam for 
reinjection into reactor. Steam coil 
fed with recirculating filter water.

Gas Out
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GEK Triple Hips Downdraft Study

Proposed GEK downdraft reactor insert with four zone separation, internal tar recycling, 
upward convection pyrolysis, and open swirl combustion chamber.

This concept and drawing released under the Creative Commons Attribution-
Noncommercial-Share Alike License.  Many rights given.  Some rights reserved.

Published by Jim Mason, 5/3/09.  See allpowerlabs.org for more info.

Top View of Nozzles and 
Swirl Chamber
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Side View of Reactor
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Biochar Experimenters Kit  (the BEK)

Biomass Hopper

Open top or closed top.

Gas Recycle Loop for 
Retort or Through Bed 
Driven recycle loop with 

variable hot flue gas 
intake to loop.  Loop is 
"cold", flue gas is "hot", 
mix for desired recycle

temp. Driven loop 
increases heat transfer

rate through vessel
walls.

Auger

Gas Cowling Base for
Biochar Reactor

Standard GEK base cowling
creates outer vessel for retort 

and insulation layer.

BioChar Auger Take-off
Connects to user

provided hopper.

Full System for $4395. 10% off on purchases during conference
ALL Power Labs. www.gekgasifier.com. gek@allpowerlabs.org

Multiple mode Pyrolysis Reactor for characterized Biochar making

Auger

Swirl Burner

Clean burning flare 
runs on premixed tar 

gas and air.

Biochar Reactor
Inserts into standard GEK gas 

cowling. Supports multiple 
pyrolysis modes in direct 

combustion, indirectly heated 
retorts, and hot gas recycle
through bed architectures.

Temperature, residence time, 
pryrolysis modes are fully 

controlable for characterized
Biochar making. 

Baffle Plates

Ejector/Venturi Gas 
Pumping, Air/Fuel Premixer 
No fan to burn up with hot or 
combusting gas. Air premix
built in for clean stoich flare.  

Propane support for 
smokeless start up and shut 

down.

Biomass Feed Auger

Connects to hopper.


